ÅAC Microtec, traded on Nasdaq First North Stockholm and its
subsidiary Clyde Space offer a full turnkey mission service from design
to on-orbit operations including reliable platforms in the range of 1 to
50 Kg; customizable to suit our customers’ requirements. Our end-toend service package enables our customers to reach their mission
goals with a single, trusted point of contact. In addition, we supply a
full range of subsystems for cube satellites and small satellites.

ÅAC Microtec is expanding in Uppsala and therefore looking for a

Project Manager
Satellite Systems
We are looking for a skilled Project Manager to support our team in Uppsala to meet the
rapidly growing customer demand for our satellite subsystems and products.
We offer a challenging and stimulating position as Project Manager in an exciting
international company shaping the small satellite industry. We work in small cross-functional
project teams which are used to work efficiently in close cooperation with each other and
the customers and our engineers are characterized by being highly skilled and motivated
people.
Key tasks and responsibilities include the planning, managing and reporting of time critical
projects dealing with advanced technology for space applications. The projects typically
involve advanced electronics and/or software development for embedded systems, so it is
an advantage if you have a background in any of these fields or if you have worked in the
space industry. You will also lead the contact with customers, partners and suppliers.
Your qualifications: University degree (MSc) or equivalent qualification in Engineering and 35 years of proven experience of project management in a technology environment. It is an
asset if you have worked with PPS or a similar Project Management Model. To be successful
in this role you need organized, communicative, people-oriented, efficient, able to prioritize
and open to working with a variety of tasks in parallel. Fluency in English, both written and
spoken, is mandatory. Finally, you are eager to be part of a team which is building a
successful company in the forefront of small satellite development!
For additional information please contact our consultant Peter Ternebring at Confidera
Urval: +46 (0) 70-639 88 89. Send your application marked ”Project Manager - ÅAC” to the
following e-mail address:
rekrytering@confideraurval.se
Please visit: www.aacmicrotec.com

